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ABSTRACT
Designing technologies that support the mutual cybersecurity and
autonomy of older adults facing cognitive challenges requires close
collaboration of partners. As part of research to design a Safety Setting application for older adults with memory loss or mild cognitive
impairment (MCI), we use a scenario-based participatory design.
Our study builds on previous fndings that couples’ approach to
memory loss was characterized by a desire for fexibility and choice,
and an embrace of role uncertainty. We fnd that couples don’t want
a system that fundamentally alters their relationship and are looking to maximize self-surveillance competence and minimize loss of
autonomy for their partners. All desire Safety Settings to maintain
their mutual safety rather than designating one partner as the target of oversight. Couples are open to more rigorous surveillance
if they have control over what types of activities trigger various
levels of oversight.
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INTRODUCTION

Couples facing memory loss are confronted with the challenge
of how to manage their online life together safely, as individuals
and a pair, while preserving the autonomy of the individual with
memory loss. Managing cybersecurity, at any age, is challenging,
and it is a concern that many people have—whether or not they
are experiencing memory loss [29, 33]. While those who do may
ultimately need new kinds of support, the form of support required
and preferred may, in fact, have more to do with sociotechnical
dynamics than with degree of memory decline [28].
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The importance of “couples”’ identity has surfaced in the literature as a critical interpretive lens through which to assess appropriate strategies for intervention—strategies that may, in turn, have
implications for their sociotechnical partnership. Where before
the focus has been on the caregiver burden, scholars of dementia
and gerontology are observing the profound importance of collaborative approaches to managing memory loss. Previous research
suggests that couples’ sociotechnical roles [23] and identities, as
they relate to memory loss [15], are both overlapping and entangled. While not necessarily new, the idea that the “maintenance of
self in dementia cannot be achieved alone” [14] and that memory
loss must be approached as a shared project, not a burden, has still
not been fully explored in the sociotechnical realm. To date, very
little work has focused on the mutual development of cybersecurity
safeguards for couples facing memory loss or MCI.
This paper reports on fndings from our scenario-based participatory testing of a Safety Settings application with partners where
one or both is experiencing “memory-related concerns.” Because
deterioration in memory is a pervasive age-related experience and
is not necessarily accompanied by a confrmed diagnosis of any
kind, our goal for this phase of research was to study people in
partnerships who perceive memory loss or have concerns about
memory performance, rather than to study people who necessarily
have formally diagnosed memory loss. We explore the system as
an early “intervention”—a word we borrow from the literature with
the understanding that it does not do full justice to the cognitive
performance status of these couples, whose ability to evaluate the
utility of the system assumes a level of memory competence that
might limit their own perspective.
For this qualitative study, we introduced scenarios for our Safety
Setting application designed to provide technology choices that
empower couples to enhance their security practices with partners. These scenarios situated couples in the everyday features of
the Safety Setting design in order to obtain their feedback about
how the system communicates. We re-engaged participants who
had already worked with our Safety Settings probe in previous research (fnding four out of six couples willing to participate again)
because familiarity with the settings allowed us to easily bridge
from basic utilities to various scenarios, including feelings about
surveillance, efort, and autonomy. Couples were asked throughout
the interviews whether the scenarios prompted them to change
their decisions about their settings. In two cases, preferences did, in
fact get reassessed (though not necessarily permanently changed)
based on a perception that the system might be too intrusive. In all
cases, however, these couples were enthusiastic about the ability
to mutually monitor what the other is doing, even independent of
concerns about memory loss. They liked the idea of having choice
in their selection of Safety Setting levels (e.g., from recording links
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to requiring approval for links) so long as they are able to adaptively
fne-tune which of the links impose greater degrees of oversight.

2 RELATED LITERATURE AND FRAMING
2.1 The Role of Couples
Staying online is important to everyone—no less so, older adult
couples facing memory loss—and recent research suggests that
arriving at ways to extend their secure online participation should
be a cooperative enterprise in which both are closely engaged [23,
30]. Researchers like Keady et al. have pointed out the need to focus
on couples rather than individuals when studying memory loss and
dementia in older adults [24] and the importance of looking at the
relationship dynamics to understand individual goals [17, 18]. They
argue, along with McDonald et al. [23], that support for dementia
should incorporate cooperative approaches that help couples face
memory loss as a “team.”
More recent research on couples facing dementia suggest that
the identity of the partners is often overlapping, and there is some
suggestion that, at least for caregivers who are responsible for
maintaining some oversight, it is constitutive (or evolving) with
the illness [15]. The identity of couples morphs and adapts with
cognitive changes that shift responsibilities from one to the other
but also redefne the pair as a social unit. Additionally, research
emphasizes the importance of relationship-building to counteract
the emotional and psychological toll of dementia [3].
In interviews conducted with couples over fve years, Hellström
et al. fnd that “sustaining couplehood” is critical for couples coping with dementia. This maintenance involves “talking things
through”—even if, over time, some aspects of the work becomes
hidden as the other member of the couple becomes more removed
[13]. Hellström et al.’s research supports the idea that couples facing
dementia put energy into sustaining a “we” that is consistent with
the idea of partnership in which both contribute [12, 14]. This “we”
can become, over time, a fctional exercise as one partner takes
on the responsibility for invisible labor required to maintain the
semblance of online autonomy for both.

2.2

The Importance of Not Labeling

Recent research in the inclusive privacy and human-computer interaction (HCI) space focuses on the need to capture non-normative
technology experiences when studying privacy. It also encourages
accommodation of diferences in mobility, vision, and cognition
associated with aging as not a problem, per se, but rather, just
consideration of the “varying abilities or characteristics” we are
accustomed to seeing in all populations [38].
We take an approach to research that is collaborative and meets
participants on their own terms in that we do not ask for a specifc
diagnosis or invite couples to assume labels or roles. Some research
has considered privacy in designing support for aging [25, 26],
but fewer take a participatory, co-constitutive approach [36]. One
example of research that refects the cooperative nature of privacy
among older adults has been explored in Cornejo et al.’s study
of content-sharing in the context of art therapy [8]. Their work
extends Altman’s individual-based theory to consider cooperative
negotiation of boundaries in the pursuit of alternative therapeutic
interventions. Our methods for research bring a collaborative and
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non-disability (or non-illness) oriented lens, avoiding the risk of
fxing on memory loss as a limitation or label belonging to one
individual, rather than a condition that directly implicates others
around them and redefnes those relationships in complex ways.

2.3

Designing Systems for Older Adults:
Autonomy, Privacy, Surveillance, and
Collaboration

While technology ofers a means for partners and/or caregivers
to potentially extend autonomy—for instance, by allowing one
partner to monitor the online activities of another for safety—there
are important ethical issues that arise from that kind of monitoring
inside the home or in institutions [22]. The work of Mahoney et
al. emphasizes the importance of respect and autonomy, but also
broadens the lens to consider respect for the people assisting and
with whom they live [22]. Piper et al. invites ethical concerns around
surveillance—for instance, and in particular, with joint accounts
[31]. How then should we consider agency alongside surveillance?
This question, in fact, invites broader questions about how we view
those experiencing cognitive changes.
While shifts in the literature towards personhood highlight the
importance of autonomy and respect [21], Bartlett and O’Connor
suggest a more sociological view that considers power, agency,
and structure [2]. They argue that concepts like personhood, while
widely embraced [6], are perhaps too limiting, failing to take into
account the larger social issues at play; and that broader concepts of
citizenship, while collectivist and sociopolitical, might overstate or
misapply notions of agency, which are linked to independent cognition. Another problem with the idea of citizenship is that it is also
tied to notions of privileged membership and thus, the potential
for exclusion—insofar as it may place a higher priority on keeping
order than on tending to the needs of marginalized individuals.
One can, however, see the concept of diminished cognitive capacity as a problem of diminished power [2] requiring social change.
In their discussion of critical dementia, Lazar et al. challenge the
very notion of normative cognition to encompass experiences beyond traditional notions of knowledge, which, if valued, help to
restore fuller participation in society [19]. This micro-macro resolution (consideration of individual and larger social context) is what
Bartlett and O’Connor had in mind.
The authors also share a focus on social forces—in particular,
the importance of cooperative work perhaps alongside notions of
citizenship to enact social change, and thus, the need to support
not merely those with cognitive changes, but also the partners
and caregivers whose participation is needed [21]. Other literature,
without explicit theoretical agendas, similarly points out that memory concern is “a complex and cooperative social practice” [31]
which “couples” do collaboratively [3, 13, 14].
We return, then, to this string of tradeofs (privacy and surveillance vs autonomy vs safety of the couple) even if we don’t resolve
them. While conversations about the tradeofs between, in particular, surveillance vs safety are usefully prompted by citizenship, we
might be better of turning to (or at least augmenting with) concepts
of social awareness which characterize collaborative environments.
Even in this cooperative paradigm, privacy is going to be a central
issue. With these rights (whether rights to participation, citizenship,
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or some broader sociological construct [2]) comes shifts in the way
we view privacy—which must balance the needs of individuals and
shared well-being (collective good) of the couple.

2.4

Surveillance Mechanisms

Our work attempts to support couples who are facing the experience
of memory loss, and its implications for their cybersecurity through
the negotiation of Safety Settings. In this realm, we attempt to
provide support for a “team” [15] striving to preserve and maintain
deep, shared histories and previously developed sociotechnical roles
in the adoption of surveillance mechanisms meant to preserve online
safety. The Safety Settings application is enabling of, at very least,
mutual (or one-sided) oversight of the other’s internet activities. At
its most restrictive, it requires permission for, or even completely
prevents, certain activities.
Studies of older adults and their privacy demonstrate that there
is desire for technology that improves autonomy [9] and that older
adults may be willing to trade some privacy for autonomy [35]. Yet,
research in this space warns of the disconnect between developers
who perceive privacy threats as primarily those from without [1]
and not necessarily those from within, that could result, for example,
from individuals with permissions. While not in the context of
dementia perse, this literature speaks to a growing concern for the
risks of “dual use” [7] technologies, which require non-normative
approaches to design [23].
Studies of dementia which explore the ethical dimensions of
privacy note the complex dynamics arising from surveillance in different contexts of care, although the focus is often on caregivers (e.g.,
[36, 37]). While there are analogs for the dynamics of surveillance
among vulnerable users who are being surveilled—for instance, children (e.g., [16, 39]) and in the context of intimate partner violence
and surveillance (IPS/IPV) (e.g., [10, 34])—few, if any studies, have
looked at the sociotechnical dynamics of older couples facing memory loss when surveillance is involved. Our scenarios were designed
to engage participants previously exposed to a Safety Settings probe
with the implications of this surveillance—in other words, to make
more explicit the daily routines that would be monitored and how,
in order for them to fully understand the implications. For this
study, we focused signifcantly less on the prevention of harms
associated with cyberthreats, and more on the surveillance and
cooperative negotiations among couples.

3

PARTICIPATORY SCENARIO-BASED
DESIGN

During this phase of research, we set out to expose couples we
had previously studied to a set of scenarios involving the Safety
Settings for email. In a previous study [23], couples simply chose
from a range of Safety Settings that they would desire for a hypothetical system. In this study, we provide scenarios as context
for these Safety Settings. We chose email links for these scenarios
for several reasons. First, as a very personal (individual) and relatively frequent activity, email is quite likely to provoke surveillance
concerns in the context of oversight burden, creating tensions and
potential disincentives for both partners. Second, in our previous
research, email was seen as a source of general threat—not necessarily because of the vulnerabilities created by memory loss so
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much as the vulnerabilities created by careless senders who don’t
properly vet links or spam. The cross-pressures of perceived need or
value and surveillance sensitivities make email an interesting test
ground for the tradeofs association with balancing risk of security
vs intrusion.
Scenario-based design is a commonly used method that allows
researchers to present contextually rich narratives [32]. We chose
scenarios, rather than prototypes, because scenarios invited richer
description of several likely futures, which are neither simplistic
nor idealistic, and allow description of goals, motives, and context
for hypothetical designs [40]. For instance, we wanted to emphasize
what it would be like for the system to work while participants
were busy doing other things (i.e., what the oversight burden might
be) and also in the event one member of the couple were away for
an extended period of time and how that might impact alerts (i.e.,
oversight burden in tension with autonomy).
We took a participatory design approach [11] for several reasons.
First, we wanted to continue our frame of cooperative work for
couples who stated in previous research that they approach memory
loss collaboratively. Second, participatory design acknowledges
that the journey of memory loss is uncertain with an approach to
system settings designed to accommodate that uncertainty. Finally,
scholars have emphasized the importance of using participatory
design among marginalized communities, whose perspectives are
not well represented in mainstream designs [20, 41]. The elderly
qualify, in many respects, especially in the cyber-realm, where
terms of their participation are given limited attention.

3.1

Scenario Descriptions

Our system design involves a total of fve safety settings that are
informed by the issues already identifed in previous work where
couples are looking for a spectrum of choices that accommodate
their sociotechnical needs and respect for autonomy [23, 28, 31].
The situations that we developed based on that prior work were in
the context of email, Facebook, online banking or money transfer,
online shopping, password management, and online browsing. We
tested the following options for each setting: not interfere; record all
links clicked on for partner to see later; immediately notify partner
of the link clicked on; immediately notify partner of the link clicked
on and have them review before continuing; deactivate all links.
This study looks only at Safety Settings for clicking email links.
We tested six scenarios for the fve safety settings provided. The
scenarios used two characters whose personas, image, and names
were designed to be gender and race ambiguous. Remi was depicted
with grey hair and dark skin and was labeled as a “he.” Sydney was
depicted with somewhat lighter skin and pink hair and was labeled
as a “she.” Remi’s activities and hobbies included gardening and
politics. Sydney’s activities and hobbies included grocery shopping,
dog walking, and hiking. The goal was less to advance the idea
gender fuidity (our couples are heterosexual) on a cultural level,
as it was to limit the degree to which any given respondent might
project onto any one of the characters, as memory concerns were
not gender specifc. Remi was depicted consistently as the one with
memory issues because switching between the couples was too
complicated for a two-hour engagement with dense scenarios.
Scenarios were illustrated and presented in PowerPoint using
screenshare. Each scenario was presented with a verbal description
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on the left side of the screen and a visual representation of the
scenario on the right. The faces of Remi and Sydney came from
https://www.iemoji.com/. Sydney was altered to have pink hair to
avoid stereotypes of being older had having grey hair. Images of
the protype are not shown because no copyright was obtained for
the emojis.
3.1.1 Not Interfere. This was the simplest scenario because the
Safety Setting system does not interfere. We presented participants
with a scenario in which Remi receives an email from his plant
nursery, Urban Grow, advertising seminars and classes on their
blog. In order for Remi to learn more, he is prompted to click a
large button in his email saying, “See what we’re up to!” Our goal
in presenting this scenario was to orient participants to the baseline. We asked couples specifcally whether they would want some
indication that the Safety System was on, even though they had set
it to not interfere.
3.1.2 Record all links clicked on for partner to see later. In this
scenario, Remi sees an email from a friend (Joe) recommending a
gardening video and another one from a friend Bart that’s somewhat
unclear but suggests it might be about cybersecurity. Notably, in the
email from Bart with the subject “Staying Safe!” that says “check
this out” the link spells “cyber” incorrectly by omitting the “e.” In
part 2 of this scenario, Remi sees a pop-up that indicates his links
have been recorded. In part 3a and 3b, we see Sydney’s view which
is comprised of two versions of a screen where she can look at
what links Remi has clicked on. In 3a, she sees a list of links with
email subjects, timestamps, and the actual links. In 3b, she sees the
same list but with safety grades (A+ through D+) and a key that
indicates what the grades mean. The grades are borrowed from
the DuckDuckGo browser, and is based on their ratings including:
whether the cite is encrypted, whether all or some of its privacy
practices are known, or simply determined to be unsafe. We did
not defne these ratings for participants but did provide context
that DuckDuckGo’s ratings notably rate Facebook as C+ to give
participants a sense of how to gauge these ratings. Both 3a and 3b
state in the scenario text that cyber is misspelled and that perhaps
Sydney might need to discuss diferent safety settings with Remi.
This is meant to evoke what reviewing the links entails, opening
up the possibility that Sydney might actually need more help in
quickly identifying what links to be worried about. This is the only
time we attempt to simulate concern.
3.1.3 Immediately notify partner of the link clicked on. In this scenario, Remi sees an email from a friend (Joe) again with the same
gardening video recommendation as in the previous scenario. This
time, when Remi clicks on the link, he sees a pop-up saying, “Sydney has received a notifcation that you have clicked on a link.” We
go to Sydney’s view where she is out walking the dog. She receives
a text saying that Remi has clicked on a link from Joe, with the
email subject, “Gardening video” and a link to a YouTube video. In
alternative scenario, she receives a phone call from “Safety Settings”
with this information presented by an automated voice.
3.1.4 Immediately notify partner of the link clicked on and have them
review before continuing. This scenario incorporates two scenes
meant to build tension around response burden, immediacy, autonomy, and safety. We manipulate whether Sydney has able to easily
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respond, whether Remi has to wait for a short or long period of
time, and we add pressure by making the type of activity one that
provokes more or less fear. We used a political donation scenario
that made the stakes a little higher, since couples remarked in previous research that money issues garner more concern. We then
use a YouTube scenario that we thought might seem safer.
In scene 1, Remi receives an email from a Senator that looks
like a candidate he supports. It has a sense of urgency and is also
specifc to Remi’s area code. It contains a link to donate $5. When
Remi tries to click on this link, however, he is directed to a screen
that asks him to verify that he would like his partner to review the
link to the donation site (act.com/donate) or cancel and not proceed.
Remi decides to proceed and is directed to a page where he is told
to standby while his partner reviews the link he wants to click on.
Meanwhile, Sydney is pictured at the grocery store in the checkout
line when she receives a text alerting her to the fact that Remi has
clicked on a link and would like it to be reviewed. She is asked to
indicate whether the link is safe, or not, by responding “yes” or
“no” in text. An identical scenario involving a phone call is also
shown where Sydney is instructed to select “1” for “yes” and “2” for
“no.” In the narrative that follows, Remi is made aware that his link
has been approved via a text and when the screen refreshes. The
options to proceed from these locations as well as the original email
are demonstrated to participants to evaluate what is a plausible set
of steps. The screen Remi goes to is a campaign for the cartoon
character Snoopy. On this donation site, one can donate upwards
of $5 dollars (amounts specifed include $20, $50, $100, $200, $500,
$1,000 or some other amount).
Sydney then receives another text asking her if she would like
to approve all links to this act.com/donate website so that Remi
doesn’t have to go through this process again. (Participants were
also verbally asked if they would also want to approve all links from
a specifc sender, in addition to for a specifc website). Sydney says
“no” to approving all links from this act.com site. We then provided
a recap screen that shows what happens in the future when Remi
is not able to simply proceed with links from act.com.
In scene 2, Remi receives an email from his friend Ellis telling
him to check out something “hilarious” with a link to a YouTube
site and nothing else to indicate what it’s about. This is meant to
stir up some light concerns about the authenticity of the link and/or
sender; at the same time we imagine that many communications
are this cryptic between friends. Remi wants to click on the link
but is sent to the same series of screens where he must indicate he
wants his link approved and then wait for approval.
This scenario heightens tensions around response burden, immediacy, autonomy, and possibly safety. In this scenario, Sydney is on
a hike and, presumably, less easily disturbed. She sees a text alerting
her that Remi would like her review but wants to wait. This “lag” is
meant to evoke tension around Remi and Sydney’s desire for safety
and the need to wait for approval from Sydney (loss of autonomy
for Remi) or have Sydney respond (response burden and loss of
autonomy for her). It is not until three hours later that Remi fnally
receives approval for his link. We then re-introduce the narrative
in which Sydney is asked to approve all links from this website
(which, in this case, is YouTube). This is meant to create tension
between the desire to not leave the other hanging, the desire to not
be disturbed while doing relaxing or recreational, and the pressure
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to provide blanket approval to a site that is harmless but also vast.
Sydney decides to approve all links from YouTube, so that the next
time Remi receives an email from YouTube, he can click on it without getting approval. We asked in the interview for couples to talk
about how they felt about that decision.
3.1.5 Deactivate all Links. In the fnal scenario, participants are
shown Remi receiving the same email from act.com/donate as
shown in the previous scenario, only this time, when he tries to
click on the link, he is shown screen that says that email links
are deactivated and that he should try forwarding the email to his
partner to discuss together.

3.2

Scenario Presentation

Couples that participated in this study were shown the Safety Settings previously tested and asked if they remembered them, but
were not shown their previous answers. They were told that they
would be shown scenarios pertaining to each Safety Setting and
could make adjustments throughout—again, with no indication of
what they had previously chosen. For each slide, the narrative descriptions that were used to illustrate each Safety Setting scenario
were provided on the left and the visual representation of these
scenarios (e.g., a depiction of an email screen, a pop-up, an iPhone
message, etc.) were provided on the right. Couples were told that
each scenario would be read and the visual read and described. A
progress bar was shown on the upper right-hand corner of each
slide.
Couples were then introduced to Remi and Sydney as the characters who would be depicted in each scenario; no backstory was
provided. Couples were instructed that the exercise was designed to
get their feedback and as a participatory design session they were
encouraged to comment on design decisions and even envision
entirely alternative ways of depicting settings. Each scenario was
introduced with a reminder of the Safety Setting being used. To encourage participatory engagement, we asked couples to tell us if the
design was intuitive and if they would change anything about the
design or content, and also how they might want information communicated, their ideas for how to provide Safety Settings for email
links and other worries not covered by these scenarios and how to
address them. Couples were adept at thinking through where they
might get a text and what they might do in those instances as well
as what information they would need to make decisions.
As mentioned, since couples had already been through a previous study where we asked them about what Safety Settings they
would use in various contexts (i.e., email, Facebook, online banking
or money transfer, online shopping, password management, and
online browsing) we also asked them if they felt they were more or
less likely to use a setting know that they had seen how a scenario
might play out.

3.3

Study Participants

Participants were recruited in July, 2020 (during the COVID19 pandemic) from among those we had previously interviewed in our
study of the Safety Settings probe, all of whom were drawn from
a market research panel. We sent emails to all six panel couples
with a request to participate in follow-up research with Safety Setting scenarios, represented as two-hour long participatory sessions.
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Four out of the six agreed to participate. We have developed relationships with these couples over the course of the past year. While
we do have a sense of who is sufering, at all or more, our approach
was to not impose labels or roles and thus we do not request a
specifc diagnosis. Couples were given a $37 honorarium. In our
reporting of results, we refer to participants interchangeably as couples and Negotiating Partners (NPs). Our research was approved
by our institutional regulation board.

3.4

Analysis

Interviews were audio/video recorded and transcribed using a video
conferencing system and edited manually. The frst author conducted the participatory sessions and took notes during those sessions. The frst author wrote memos and reviewed transcripts (and
manually edited them) after each interview in an iterative process
that produced themes as they pertained to design (including features, content, and alternatives to scenarios) and concerns about
surveillance, as well as surfaced themes previously identifed like
the paradoxical importance of self-surveillance and surveillance
to maintain autonomy and because of the uncertainty of progression [23]. This process most closely resembles a mixed deductive
and theoretical thematic analysis approach [4, 5]. However, we
take a phenomenological stance, privileging the realities and apprehensions of participants, regardless of whether they are, in any
given situation, “correct” about their safety. We organized our fndings around Safety Settings scenarios and also touch on inductive
themes.

4 FINDINGS
4.1 Not Interfere
Couples found the do not interfere scenario acceptable but wondered
what might happen if the link were less benign. In our discussions,
we learn that there are, indeed, times when they would want the
system not to interfere with links they designate as safe (e.g., a
routine service provider or church) or under circumstances when
they prefer or require total privacy—for instance, if buying a gift
for the other partner.

4.2

Record All Links Clicked for Partner to See
Later

Consistent with our previous research, couples very much liked
the record all links scenario because it gives them the ability both
to keep an eye on what the other is doing and also gives them the
ability to retrace their own steps. In fact, one participant noted that
they use the history in their browser to efectively do the latter:
“I always keep history on because I never know what
I need to look for something.” [NP2-1]
One couple, in response to our intentional misspelling of the
word “cyber” in a link, feels that this history was useful, even while
pointing out that this is something they have always been looking
for and which comes up with friends:
“Well, I love the idea of recording the links myself,
because in this case . . . You know, it’s not legitimate
because anytime there’s a misspelling in the in the
link of word, or whatever, there are some suspicious
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something behind the scenes. That’s always been a
discussion for everybody.” [NP3-1]
NP3 likes the logs because, regardless of memory loss, the “average person” (including their spouse with memory loss) may not
know to look for misspellings. The implication is that this could be
a challenge for anyone.
“But the average person I mean, my husband may not
know that to look at these address and know that, OK.
That’s misspells. And now so I’m not going to click
on that.” [NP3-1]
When shown the Firefox pop-up alert telling them their link had
been recorded, couples do express concern about the presentation.
It made them think that it was Firefox or some other company, and
not the Safety Settings, that had recorded their links.
“It could be reported by a website, by an e-mail company, or by anybody. I always fgure more information
is better. And if I saw that saw that, I might be alarmed.
Somebody is recording me.” [NP1-2]
For this reason, NPs recommend making the language more
explicit or using the Safety Settings logo, because otherwise they
would be nervous that it was some other company taking their
data. One couple has no problem with the pop-up alert but wants
to make sure they don’t have to engage with it because it would
distract them from what they are doing:
“That’s fne as long as I don’t have to click it to say, I
saw it . . . I don’t mind the message as long as it, you
know, it’ll stay for fve seconds. Give me the option
to change how long it appears on the screen and then
let it go away.” [NP2-2]
When NPs are shown the screens representing the list of recorded
links, they fnd it clear and intuitive. They like the idea of recording
links, in particular, because they have been shown a scenario in
which one of the links was misspelled. One couple adds that “the
review should turn up [those] problems” [NP3-1]. This same couple
points out that even though memory loss is not an issue now, they
like to keep an eye on each other’s activities to ensure they are safe:
“It’s very reasonable. Very easy to understand.” [NP22]
“And I’ll always keep it on just to have a track back
in case something. Okay.” [NP2-2]
Couples say they regularly confer about links they receive in
email to make sure they are okay and that they both like it to be
able to retrace their own steps.
4.2.1 Grading Links. Couples do express preference for the screen
which includes a grading of the links according to their privacy
practices—though they want more clarifcation on the criteria. They
do express slight reservations about just having a rating system
without also being able to override it because there are some sites
they visit which they know to be safe but that they suspect a rating
system might consider not safe.
“I love it. My initial questions are, though. I mean,
who decides what criteria is used for determining the
ratings? Because some sites that I may go to, may
say, ‘oh, wow, that rating is not safe.’ It’s unsafe. But
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it really is due to the current situation that we live
in and in the world. You know, people have diferent
perspectives about what they deem as safe and unsafe,
you know?” [NP3-1]
This desire for their own subjective judgements leads couples
to say they also want the ability to determine what links are safe
or not in some formal way. NP3 expresses that safety is relative
and for them, as for others, it makes sense to ask to decide based
not just on safety rating but on the business or sender what Safety
Settings should apply.
NP1 extends the ratings design further and points out that these
ratings might have been helpful for Remi before he clicks on an
email, which echoes couples’ sentiment that these ratings have
other uses for customization and for behavior:
“But it would also be helpful if Remi got that information when he got the e-mail so that he might not
want to click on that.” [NP1-1]
One couple specifes that they would want to use the recorded
links log interface to click what links they would like to eliminate
from the unsafe list, as well as links to which they would want to
attach more rigorous settings. In essence, the recorded link logs
provide what they see as a useful dashboard from which to manage
Safety Settings, allowing them to identify problem links and assign
them to stricter settings like immediately notify, review, or deactivate; cull the list of links that are deemed safe/unsafe; and delete
links from sites that maybe they want generally recorded but not
in that instance (e.g., when they are buying a gift). They feel that
a grading system or some type of alert might be used to preempt
troublesome links. For instance, some system that would trigger
a review, even if the couple’s default setting was record. Another
couple envisions a version of this where a troublesome link triggers
a warning sign for the partner, rather than an alert for review:
“I like a stop sign or something that would come up
with question mark or something like that.” [NP1-1]
NP2-1 likes the grades because it mimics an aspect of their sociotechnical dynamic but allows them to avoid bothering the other
partner:
“I’m always checking for safety because you never
know what you’re going to get in the mail and I usually just pass an email an email to him and say, should
I open this? So, this would be better for me. I don’t
have to bother him.” [NP2-1]
Ultimately, the link grades or ratings have several functions that
couples imagine through participatory engagement: triggering an
alert for couples before they click on a bad link or giving them
insight into whether or not to click; allowing them to identify what
links that have been clicked might be bad; and later as a way of
designating stringency of Safety Settings attached to a link.

4.3

Immediately Notify Partner of The Link
Clicked On

This scenario immediately showcasing the Safety Setting notifcation (by phone or text) that the partner has clicked on a link
is one that garners consistent enthusiasm. The pop-up appearing
for Remi, which specifes that “Sydney has received a notifcation
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that you have clicked on a link,” is found to be very clear. Before
couples had indicated they wanted a Safety Setting logo associated
with the pop-up to understand what was recording their links, but
the additional language specifying that links are being immediately communicated to the partner seems to satisfy this desire for
certainty.
One couple initially worries that these immediate notifcations
might be overkill, but after seeing the text message alerting Sydney
to the links Remi has clicked on, they deem it convenient and
“attractive” [NP3-1], particularly if the rating system can be used
to “flter” what they see. Another (straying from just the email
scenario) worries that it might get annoying if someone is “surfng”
the web:
We don’t see a problem with it, except if someone is
surfng, surfng the net and clicking on a lot of things,
you need to get a lot of notifcations. That would be
the only downside. [NP1-1]
Another couple, talking about the need to have a way to white
list certain sites by hand:
“I would like to be able to say, OK, this is a safe site. So.
I would like to have some say into on a personal level,
I don’t know if this is just going beyond the realm of
this project, but if there is a site that I go in all the
time every week to make an appointment, to get my
nails done, of course, at sites say so, I would like to
have some type of input myself to say, oh, OK, this is
a safe site . . . It’s a combination of both because, me,
I wouldn’t wanted to junk up my system, and also, I
mean, I’ve deemed this site to be safe.” [NP3-1]
This couple, NP3, while they like the immediately notify partner
scenario, is also concerned about Facebook advertising as well as
scams and phishing from other unknown sites that may be delivered
by trusted senders:
“Especially if it could be a virus attached to something
information or if it’s a bogus site, say, on Facebook,
you see some advertised and you wanted to order the
item. And you didn’t have to make sure it wasn’t a
scam. No, I tell you what, somebody indicated the site
to stay away from and not go to that site.” [NP3-1]
This sentiment is also shared by NP1 and NP2. Couples mention
the fact that certain spam just can’t be eliminated, and that clicking
on unsubscribe has the inverse efect of leading to more spam. They
perceive that this mechanism could serve as an additional spam
flter:
“So, even if you stop the one [subscription], I swear
they send it out and you can get tenfold for trying
to quit. I am currently getting emails for a woman
named [Kathy]. I click unsubscribe and it just gets
worse.” [NP1-1]
Couples want help managing noise and potential threats, and
the specifc relevance of memory concerns to that objective is not
always clear. Independent of memory issues, there can be slightly
divergent views within a couple regarding the role each would
want to play in monitoring those intrusions, sometimes refecting
historical roles and perceived competence to scrutinize to surveil,
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unrelated to memory. In some cases, the partner with greater memory loss may be the one more adamant about reviewing the other
partner’s links.
Notably, couples emphasize throughout that for them personally,
calls are not welcome, insofar as calls are strongly associated with
spam and bots. At the same time, they believe it should be an option
provided by Safety Settings in case someone else might prefer to
get contacted that way.

4.4

Immediately Notify Your Partner of The
Link And Wait for His/Her Review And
Response to Proceed

We provided couples with two sub-scenarios for the immediately
notify and review scenario. For the frst sub-scenario, Remi clicks on
a link and is asked if he wants Sydney to review the link. He is then
instructed to standby while she reviews it. Sydney then receives a
text or call asking her to review and approve (or, as we wrote it: “wait
for his/her review and response to proceed”) the link Remi would
like to view. Once it is approved, Remi’s screen refreshes and he
receives an alert via text that his link has been approved.
For the frst scenario: the burden of response is not too great
while standing in line for groceries, and Remi’s autonomy is not
undermined because what’s at issue is a political donation, which
requires consideration and does not necessarily qualify for a repeating permission (e.g., approve all future donation links).
NP4 is initially turned of by this scenario because they worry
that it limits the autonomy of the other:
“He doesn’t like to be told what to do on a daily basis.
Like, he can follow the rule of don’t click on any link.
But if he had to check with me, he does not like to
check with me on everything he does.” [NP4-1]
NP4-2 reiterates that he has a system for going to the website
itself to avoid clicking on links.
“If I get a link from my doctor’s ofce that says, ‘you
have an appointment’ I don’t go to that link. I go to
my doctors ofce [NP4-2]
At one point, NP4-2 says outright their misgivings about the
review settings making them feel like the other partner “had all the
control”:
“No, I wouldn’t like feeling like she had all the control.”
[NP4-2]
Couples fnd the intermediate screen, where Remi indicates
whether to proceed or not with the review, confusing and unnecessary. One couple suggests that it might be a lot to do for a link,
though potentially relevant for more advanced conditions:
“I do. I think, however, that for an older person, it’s a
lot of information for them to take in. You basically
have the email, the wait for the part review, and the
access site from your box on the left. I think for older
people, if you had a way to simplify it, I fnd it easy
to follow. But I’m wondering if your clients or people
with dementia and Alzheimer’s, whether that will be
more the process.” [NP1-1]
The idea of the page refreshing to alert Remi that the link has
been approved concerns one couple (NP1), who worry that the
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cache might not refresh or that something could be amiss. Thus,
they want the text “to be sure” [NP1-2] that the link is approved.
This scenario shows an email in which the political campaign asks
for a $5 donation, but the ultimate screen that Remi is able to
access asks for donations of diferent amounts ranging from $5 to
$1,000 and some “other amount.” This puts couples on alert because
this is precisely what they worry about most—complex choices
and signals that might suggest an untrustworthy solicitation. One
couple observes that for political solicitations specifcally, they
would want them deactivated “after November” [NP3-1]. Again, we
see a strong desire to adapt all these settings across the full range
of options based on context as well as personal preference.
For the second scenario: the burden to respond is greater while
hiking and we impose a 3-hour lag, Remi’s lack of autonomy is
heightened because it’s simply a fun, casual YouTube link, but it
might also be a more safe site than a political donation, thereby
increasing the desire to fnd an easy fx (e.g., approve all future
YouTube links) might be greater.
The lag between when the request for approval is sent and when
Sydney is able to review and respond doesn’t really strike couples
as a problem. In fact, NP3 points out that if Remi really wants
Sydney to review a link, he should call and interrupt her hike. NP1
suggested the option of allowing Sydney to indicate to Remi that
she needs more time to review via the text system.
We had anticipated that couples would be more likely to want
the ability to approve the link in the future, without having to
review it because this might grant more autonomy around trusted
sites associated with more casual social interactions, where delays
disrupt the cadence of participation. Ultimately, couples have mixed
feelings about specifying for which links or senders they might
require review.

4.5

Deactivate All Links

When shown this scenario in which Remi simply cannot access links
sent in email, couples are hard pressed to think of links they would
want to deactivate. They do feel that this would be a utility for them
both, as a way to block spam more than way to restrict or supervise
their partner. Some reference forwarding to their partner as a step
they already take and note that some additional encouragement or
facilitation would be welcome.
“Yeah, I mean, and I’m not I’m not the technical brains
of this operation, so I don’t know if that can be done.
That’s a great idea.” [NP4-1]
“Yeah. Click here to forward the email to you to discuss together.” [NP4-2]
“I’m always checking for safety because you never
know what you’re going to get in the mail and I usually just pass an email an email to him and say, should
I open this? So, this would be better for me. I don’t
have to bother him.” [NP4-1]
Couples would like a button with which to share questionable
links with their partner, but one indicates the desire for some mechanism for customizing links to deactivate when appropriate:
“If it’s after November, whenever the election is, I
would put a message in there, after November 15th
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deactivate this link because no one should be trying
to get money.” [NP3-1]

4.6

Review and Approval Maybe Not for Us,
But Maybe for Other Vulnerable Groups?

Throughout our interviews, we noted themes that pertain to level of
comfort with surveillance; concerns tend to arise when the Safety
Settings go outside the space of self-surveilling confguration (e.g.,
beyond logs) or couple’s existing sociotechnical fxes (e.g., reviewing and approving as opposed to mutually reviewing). Two of the
four couple views logging as the upper bound in terms of Safety
Settings surveillance but can imagine vulnerable populations who
might beneft: their own grandchildren children, children with
autism, or a caretaker for someone with dementia.
NP-3 sees the review and approve scenario as consistent with
what they already do:
“If it happens now, my husband will be on the computer. Oh, his tablet doing something and he’s not
sure, he’ll come to me . . . ‘Look at this. Do you think
this is a legitimate?”’ [NP3-1]
But they also note that they might want to flter out links they
feel are safe:
“No, I wouldn’t want to review because I know my
church .... I mean I mean they text all the time now. I
mean, they set up e-mails all over town now because
we all, you know, stuck in the house . . . And I trust
them.” [NP3-1]
Another couple similarly describes the collaborative
workarounds they currently have for situations deemed unsafe as working well:
“Not for myself. I sometimes either hold of on doing
that and ask him. Do you think we should donate to
this? But I remember to ask that if I have a hard time
remembering it, I might forward him the email. So,
it’s kind of resembles what I’m doing.” [NP2-1]
This same couple, however, would want this system perhaps for
their grandchildren (and would have wanted it for their children:
“I like it because we had gone through the years with
computers with our children, but they didn’t, they
weren’t computers until they were almost in high
school or college. And this would have been better
to keep track of things when it was all new, will the
cyber space things and I think it’s good for a parent
or grandparent to know what sites a child’s more.
[NP2-1]
NP2-1 notes that because this system ofers something that is
more immediate, it is tempting for them to endorse, but again,
reverts to the idea that this might be appropriate for grandchildren
rather than “between partners” [NP2-1] :
“If I had children or grandchildren, yes, I would definitely want it. For just my husband and I, I might I
might even call him and say, should I do this? That’s
just my opinion for that. [NP2-1]
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Later, NP2-1 points out that for consenting adults that the deactivate setting might just not be “fair” for adults, but makes sense
for a child:
“If they’re both adults, that’s not necessarily fair.
That’s something they should discuss before it’s done.
If it’s a child. I would defnitely understand it.”
NP2-2 reiterates that they want to maintain their autonomy and
thus would not want this level of intervention, but feels that they
would only use the immediate settings if their grandchildren were
to use their computers:
“I’d rather check myself, but I look at it if children or
grandchildren would use our computers.” [NP2-2]
At one point, NP4 considers that this might be useful for a caretaker. The implication being if things get that bad then the person
will be vulnerable like a “child”:
“The care takes care of that should have controlled.
Just like, if it were child.” [NP4-1]
NP4-1 considers that this setting is helpful, in theory because
they, as a couple, are so wary of clicking links they employ a “code
word” [NP4-1], but feel this should really be for caregivers.
“Review that means you can’t do it until but it helps
both couples . . . If they have to help, you’re helping
to caretake.” [NP4-1]
NP1-1 describes how links on Facebook to business that are
scamming people are dangerous specifcally for those on the autism
spectrum.
“I know a lot of people with children on the autism
spectrum and they’re using the Facebook and say
they’re not necessarily questioning what they’re seeing.” [NP1-1]
NP4 has reservations about immediate notifcations but not because of surveillance and because they worry that any system that
would be alerting them of threats would be too late.
“Well, personally, I would never click on any of the
link, unless I see who it’s from.” [NP4-2]
“My thought is, it’s too late once he’s already go on
there. [NP4-1]
NP4-2 is particularly adamant that he doesn’t click on anything
because of concerns about safety and just goes directly to the website, to the legitimate source.

5

IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN

Previous research suggested that couples want a range of choices for
securing cybersecurity in the face of memory loss [23, 27, 28]. This
research explored with couples what those settings might mean
and how they might work by invoking scenarios that placed safety
settings in the everyday context – inviting couples to consider
how type of threat and ongoing daily activities might reshape or
rebalance their priorities. We found that couples are motivated to
use a variety of safety settings if they are able to assign risk to
particular activities. We note that two couples do not want the
system to surveille the other partner and that other two want to
customize that surveillance.
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From these sessions, we learned that some couples are wary of
(or even against) surveillance for them but might be okay with
children; want an indication of link safety before they click on it, or
the ability to customize which links trigger more aggressive Safety
Settings (i.e., alert or review); and want a system that reinforces
already established security behaviors that has them sharing and
reviewing collaboratively any links that raise concern.
Our results suggest that the Safety Settings themselves must
provide a spectrum of choice—the ability to adaptively decide what
forms of digital outreach constitute threats is essential to this system design. Operational preferences may difer—couples may want
either to log all links or immediately notify partner—but what’s
most important to them is customization.
Partners’ reticence to label the other as having a memory issue
and their sensitivity to the inherent dynamism of their situation
(they were explicitly mindful in prior research that tables might
turn) are consistent with their emphasis on the relevance of Safety
Settings for mutual oversight only. At the same time, many of the
objectives they prioritize are rooted in more general cybersecurity
concerns which, while perhaps sometimes heightened by memory issues, also exist independently. Mutual review (which some
already appear to be doing ofine) is not necessarily seen as a bulwark against forgetting so much as a backstop against error. We
know from this research that fears about the risks and ramifcations of memory loss is perhaps best supported with logs. Alerts
and review steps should be approached cautiously, with sufcient
ability to customize so that neither the burdens of oversight nor
the challenges to autonomy are excessive.
Concerns about surveillance of one another are evident when
we present couples with scenarios beyond logs, which strike some
as suggestive of the sort of oversight appropriate for children rather
that adult partners. For the couples who are willing to accept some
modicum of oversight, customization to one degree or another is
of paramount importance—a condition of acceptance. We note that
for couples with the capacity to assess the utility and acceptable of
a system like this, efcacy of collaboration would appear to be a
higher priority than efcacy of oversight. For couples dealing with
more advanced cases or memory decline, the same priorities cannot
be assumed.
Our participants do pick up on the dual use potential of these
technologies—i.e., their capacity to both restrict their activities and
provide greater autonomy. They believe that for someone who
requires custodial care (a child or someone with very advanced
dementia) such technologies may be appropriate; for their personal
situation, however, such intrusions and technological oversight
cross the line. There are limits to this insight, however. Couples
don’t worry (in these discussions) about the implications for mutual
surveillance. But we contend that the limits of their imagination in
what appear to be strong, trusting relationships should not have
bearing on the obligations of designers. Designers have a broader
sightline and can further tap the perspectives of varied stakeholders.
Expanding designers’ sightline will require engaging with other
vulnerable populations (e.g., children and IPV victims).
In the following sections we talk about some iterations to the
design that we formulate from our participatory sessions. These
implications must be balanced with our understanding of the risks
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experienced by other types of vulnerable users and future research
should address these gaps.

5.1

Default Mutual Oversight

When we frst decided to design this app, it was with the expectation
that couples would designate one person who had oversight over
everything. While couples sometimes tacitly acknowledged that
one might have oversight, they seem to assume that they might
mutually share roles as those who receive immediate alerts or as
reviewers. This system must be default mutual oversight.

5.2

Record Management Combined With
Grading for All Settings

Based on couples’ feedback, we did iterate on a record links log
page that allows couples to decide how to designate a link across
each of the safety settings. For example, we could allow couples to
designate links based on the grade given (or some other criteria that
comes from their subjective experience with this site). Importantly,
it also allows couples to delete links they don’t want the other to
know they have clicked on (like to shopping sites in case they are
buying gifts, which was raised as a concern in this and previous
studies). The idea is that we use the record link space to designate a
link as one to be secret (delete) or to some other level of review. For
instance, couples could assign links to immediately notify or review
and approve links based on their rating. We could also include in this
text message the option to designate a link to any of the settings.
This is something to explore. Of course, couples could designate
links they haven’t seen to a review category based on grading and
then adjust them in the record/log interface as needed.

5.3

Reiterate of-App Collaborations

Couples frequently remarked that they pursue their assessments
of safety through manual (“over the shoulder”) review and use of
code words. They say, for instance, if there were a lag between
when they sent a link for review by the other partner then they
would just call them and ask. There may be a need to build into
the app suggestions that couples regroup, perhaps, even at the
moment they are considering changing their settings as yet another
intermediary step. In addition, couples want a button that mimics
their sociotechnical dynamic in which they share links they are
suspicious of. If a couple has designated a link deactivate they may
still want to review and the system could support this activity with
an afordance that makes the interaction more accessible.

6

CONCLUSIONS

We enlisted couples with whom we have an established relationship to engage in a participatory design session. This approach
provided an opportunity to extend our understanding of what couples deemed optimal Safety Settings based on a comparison with
their recollections of previous responses through an exercise that
tested preferences against contextually-rich scenarios. We learned
that couples value most the idea of controlling specifc vectors (in
this case, links and senders in email) through records or logs and
immediate alerts, but are very hesitant to adopt Safety Settings
that exceed what they already attempt to accomplish by accessing
browsing histories and conferring with each other about links that

look unsafe. We discovered from this follow-up research that more
detailed scenarios enabled couples to think more specifcally about
the ramifcations of various settings and made them even more
reluctant to accept surveillance settings that appear to shift the
balance of power in the relationship or deprive partners of a sense
of agency. Couples maintain that memory loss is a team efort and
are careful about assigning the role of oversight to one partner.
Security is a shared project, at least for the time being—one that
requires collaborative and adaptative solutions. Attempts to enhance security are most appealing when they appear to honor and
perpetuate existing roles rather than substantially alter them.
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